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Abstract
We consider, at the linearized level, the superspace formulation of lower-dimensional F-
theory. In particular, we describe the embedding of 3D Type II supergravity of the super-
string, or 4D, N = 1 supergravity of M-theory, into the corresponding F-theory in full detail,
giving the linearized action and gauge transformations in terms of the prepotential. This
manifestly supersymmetric formulation reveals some features not evident from a component
treatment, such as Weyl and local S-supersymmetry invariances. The linearized multiplet
appears as a super 3-form (just as that for the manifestly T-dual theory is a super 2-form),
reflecting the embedding of M-theory (as the T-dual theory embeds Type II supergravity). We
also give the embedding of matter multiplets into this superspace, and derive the F-constraint
from the gauge invariance of the gauge invariance.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Earlier work
After dimensional reduction only linear coordinate transformations are preserved, since those trans-
form indices but not vanishing coordinates. (There are also translations, but they don’t affect
indices.) The vielbein in pure gravity (actually the compactification scalars) thus becomes an
element of GL(D)/O(D−1,1), since the local tangent space symmetry is unaffected. (If only d
dimensions are compactiifed, replace D with d.) This symmetry can be used to reconstruct gravity
upon decompactifying the dimensions [1].
If a similar reduction is applied to the vielbein and 2-form of the massless sector of the bosonic
string, the fields are found to form the coset O(D,D)/O(D−1,1)2 [2], where O(D,D) is T-duality.
This symmetry can be used to reconstruct the complete low-energy limit of string theory in a
manifestly T-duality covariant form by doubling the number of spacetime dimensions [3–5]: The
method is based on the string current algebra, which defines a new Lie derivative. The second
D coordinates correspond to winding modes of the string; they do not require doubling of the
string coordinates X(τ, σ). The coordinate transformations generated by the currents include
both the usual coordinate transformations and the gauge transformations of the 2-form combined
covariantly, and automatically imply the gauge invariance of the gauge invariance. This allows
for the definition of connections, covariant derivatives, torsions, curvatures, and Bianchi identities.
The action can then be constructed by introducing the dilaton as an O(D,D)-invariant integration
measure (density). An O(D,D)-covariant constraint (“strong constraint”, as it was later called)
is imposed on the coordinates for gauge invariance of the action; choice of a solution (“section”)
spontaneously breaks O(D,D), which is restored to O(d,d) upon reduction of d of the coordinates.
The construction generalizes straightforwardly to the superstring in superspace. Recent develop-
ments include finite gauge transformations [6] and the supersymmetric component action [7, 8].
(Other recent developments are listed in [9].)
Analogous cosets were found for dimensional reductions of M-theory [10, 11]. Bosonic ac-
tions (without added coordinates) were constructed, but had measure problems, suggesting the
procedure might work only for the complete 11D theory [12]. Extra coordinates were found to
manifest U-duality (including T-duality and S-duality), leading to a generalization of the strong
constraint [13–15]. We’ll refer to these as “F-theory”, according to its original definition as adding
further dimensions to M-theory to incorporate U-duality. (We’ll also call this generalized constraint
the “F-constraint” to distinguish it from the original O(D,D) “T-constraint”.) Supersymmetric
generalizations were found, in components [16, 17]. These field theory descriptions were related
directly to branes in [18–20].
1.2 Review
The most complete results were obtained for the massless bosonic sector of the F-theory uplift
of the 3D superstring [12, 13, 21–23]. (The corresponding M-theory is 4D, N = 1 supergravity.)
The fully nonlinear gauge transformations and action were obtained (with the F-constraint). The
measure was not covariant, but the indications were that this was a consequence of not working
in the critical dimension. (In T-theory the dilaton acts as the measure for all D.) We will not see
this problem here, as we limit ourselves to the linear approximation. We now briefly summarize
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those results (with some reinterpretation).
The symmetry unbroken by the vacuum is SO(3,1) for M and SO(2,2) = SO(2,1)2 for T (left
and right, doubling the SO(2,1) of the String), so that for F must be SO(3,2) = Sp(4). This gives
the usual naive extra dimension expected, but supersymmetry requires more: The anticommutator
of 2 supersymmetries yields for momentum a symmetric bispinor of Sp(4), i.e., an antisymmetric
tensor 10 of SO(3,2).
From the usual dimensional reduction arguments (see more below) we know the bosons in this
case must be an element of SL(5)/O(3,2). But the vielbein must carry antisymmetric pairs of
indices (as do the coordinates and momenta): It is the 10 representation of the coset, while the
defining 5 representation is more convenient, since it is unconstrained except for unit determi-
nant (which we’ll see below actually arises as a gauge invariance in the superspace formulation).
Expressing one in terms of the other,
eab
mn = e[a
meb]
n
where the indices belong to the 5 of SO(3,2) or SL(5). Linearizing ea
m as symmetric, traceless 14
hab, the gauge transformations are thus
δhab = ∂(a
cλb)c − tr
(λ also a 10).
As for T-theory, there is a gauge invariance of the gauge invariance, in this case
δλab = 12∂cdλˆ
abcd
in terms of the new parameter λˆabcd, a totally antisymmetric 5 of SO(3,2). This requires for
consistency the F-constraint
∂[ab∂cd] = 0 (∂a[b∂cd] = 0)
acting on λˆabcd, and in turn on all other quantities. At the nonlinear level, it is imposed even when
the two derivatives act on different fields, since it must hold on products of functions (as required,
e.g., for integration by parts).
These results relate to the usual for the M and T-theories: M comes from solving the constraint
pi[abp
j
cd] = 0
for all momenta pi, which implies
piab = u[ap
i
b] , δp
i
a ∼ ua
Choosing a frame (and normalization) ua = δ−1,a (for some time index “−1”), we have only pi−1,a
nonvanishing, a 6= −1, a 4 of SO(3,1). The bosonic sector of M then follows straightforwardly (cf.
appendix B). The superspace reduction is worked out in section 4.1.
T comes instead from dimensional reduction: restricting the range of the indices 5 → 4 (now
dropping a space index as usual). In this case p becomes a 3⊕3′ of SO(2,1)2, the 3’s of the
2 SO(2,1)’s coming from the selfdual and anti-selfdual parts of pab. Also, λˆ and the constraint
reduce to the usual scalars, with the SO(2,2) inner product given by abcd. The analysis is actually
simpler in spinor notation (as implied by superspace) and is carried out in detail in section 4.2.
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1.3 Superspace
In this paper we consider F-theory as the U-duality completion of superstring theory in D = 3,
4, or 6, focusing mostly on D = 3 [24]. (The F-theory itself is in much higher dimensions.) We
will study its formulation in superspace, but only at the linearized level. Ultimately the goal is
to use the richer yet more restrictive structure of superspace to help understand the geometry of
the theory, and possibly the underlying worldvolume dynamics that implies it. We’ll see a few
examples below.
We now consider general properties of supergravity in superspace for the related String theory
(Type II), manifestly T-dual string theory, M-theory, and F-theory for cases corresponding to the
(classical super)string theory in spacetime dimensions D = 3, 4, and 6. M-theory is defined in 1
dimension higher, T-theory in double the dimensions, and F-theory in whatever number needed to
preserve the enlarged tangent-space symmetry, as described below. The result can be summarized
in table 1.
G/H
F-theory
bispinor coordinate
↙ ↘
GL(D+1)/O(D,1) O(D,D)/O(D−1,1)2
M-theory T-dual theory
D+1 2D
↘ ↙
GL(D)/O(D−1,1)
String (II)
D
D G H bispinor (dimension)
3 SL(5;R) Sp(4;R) symmetric (10)
4 O(5,5) Sp(4;C) hermitian (16)
6 E7(+7) SU*(8) antisymmetric (28)
↙ sectioning ↘ dimensional reduction
Table 1: FMTS in superspace
The tangent-space symmetry H listed above for F-theory follows from taking the covering group
of SO(D−1,1) and doubling its argument. The supersymmetry algebra (or that of the correspond-
ing flat-space covariant derivatives) thus takes the same form as for the standard superspace for
Type I supersymmetry,
D = 3 : {dα, dβ} = 2pαβ , pβα = pαβ
D = 4 : {dα, d¯ .β} = pα .β , {d, d} = {d¯, d¯} = 0
D = 6 : {dα, d¯β} = pαβ , {d, d} = {d¯, d¯} = 0 , pβα = −pαβ (1.1)
except for this doubling: The fermionic coordinates are in the defining (“spinor”) representation
of H, and the bosonic coordinates are in the bispinor (“vector”) representation with the same
symmetry/reality conditions. The number of supersymmetries is thus the same as for S-theory
(Type II, as well as for M and T). However, the bosonic space is enlarged due to the larger H.
The cosets G/H give all of the bosonic sector of F. (The cosets given for M and S give just
gravity, while that for T gives only gravity and the 2-form.) They correspond to the Lorentz
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scalars of maximal supergravity in 10−D dimensions (except that H is Wick rotated for 2 time
dimensions [25]), while the bispinor coordinates correspond to the Lorentz vectors (which are
representations of G). The “vector” vielbein is in the coset G/H, in the bispinor representation,
which can be expressed as a homogeneous polynomial in that of the defining representation.
The D = 3 case might better be considered as GL(5)/SO(3,2)⊗GL(1), indicating gravity in 3+2
dimensions with local Weyl scale invariance. (Supergravity then has also local S-supersymmetry,
as we’ll see below.) The case D = 4 resembles a T-dual theory for 5D supergravity, except for the
reality conditions and the mixed spinor indices of the bosonic coordinates. For D = 6 note that,
unlike SU(8), all even rank tensors of SU*(8) including the bispinor are real, since the defining
representation is pseudoreal. Furthermore, SU*(8) has subalgebras SO*(8) = SO(6,2) and SU*(4)2
= SO(5,1)2. But SU*(8) = SL(4;H), not Sp(4;H). For the rest of the paper we concentrate on
D = 3.
1.4 Super F-orms
The flat space covariant derivative algebra is
{dα, dβ} = 2pαβ (1.2)
where pαβ = pβα is symmetric. For D=3, we can write
pαβ =
1
2
(γab)αβpab , pab = −pba, (1.3)
where p is antisymmetric in vector indices. This superspace has 10 bosonic coordinates (with
signature (6,4) cf. §4) and 4 fermionic ones.
For gauge invariance, we require the “F-constraint”
p2〈αβ〉 = 0 ⇔ abcdepbcpde = 0 (1.4)
on all fields and gauge parameters. Here, X〈αβ〉 := X[αβ] + 12CαβX
γ
γ stands for the anti-symmetric
part with the C-trace removed. We will at times refer to F as ten-dimensional but the theories
are effectively restricted to satisfy this constraint. Then, from (A.5, A.6) we obtain
d〈αd2dβ〉 = 0 and d2dαd2 = 0. (1.5)
Starting in the next section, we will derive the F-analogues of the familiar matter, gauge, and
gravitational multiplets. Together, they form a de Rham-type hierarchy which we represent in
table 2 (cf. [26, 27]).
The F-constraint gives rise to a new type of bosonic representation superficially similar to
exterior differential forms in ten dimensions but with the opposite parity on its indices. In contrast
to the ten-dimensional de Rham differential d = 1
2
dxab∂ab, which squares to zero by commutativity
of ∂, these forms are solutions of ∂[abωc1...cp] = 0 of the form ωc1...cp = ∂[c1c2ηc3...cp] which is a valid
solution due to the vanishing of ∂[ab∂cd] = ∂[cd∂ab] by the F-constraint (1.4). As we will see in
section 2, these “F-orms” appear in the component expansions of the F-theory superfields and
reduce to p-forms under sectioning F →M. They are worked out in appendix B where it is found
that they come in two distinct de Rham-type sequences we will call p-forms and ∗p-forms based
on the degree of the M-theory p-form they describe (cf. tables B.2 and B.3).
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p (mod 6) Âp d̂Ap multiplet EOM
0 A d2A scalar (§2.1) d2d̂A
1 A d2dαA vector (§2.3) dαd̂Aα
2 Aα d〈αAβ〉 superconformal (§3.1) dβd̂Aαβ
3 A〈αβ〉 d4A〈αβ〉 + ... supergravity (§3.2) d̂Aαβ
4 A〈αβ〉 dβA〈αβ〉 dual vector (§2.4) d〈αd2d̂Aβ〉
5 Aα d
αd2Aα tensor (§2.2) d2dαd̂A
gauge transformation: δÂp = d̂Λp−1
field strength: F̂p+1 = d̂Ap
Bianchi identity: 0 = d̂F p+1
Table 2: Super F-orms
1.5 Outline
In section 2, we will construct each of the matter and gauge multiplets (corresponding to p =
0, 1, 4, 5 in table 2). The constraints defining the multiplets are complicated due to the lack of
chirality. In particular, products of irreducible superfields are not irreducible superfields (i.e. there
is no analogue of the chiral ring). It will turn out that every multiplet contains a bosonic p-form
with a gauge transformation. For each multiplet, we give the component structure and quadratic
action. We then describe the (lack of) self-couplings and attempt to classify interactions between
the multiplets. Such terms are severely restricted by gauge invariance and their complicated
constraint structure.
The result of the analysis of interactions is that all interactions between the various irreducible
representations are at most quadratic with the scalar multiplet (SM) coupling to itself to give a
mass term. The tensor multiplet (TM) and vector multiplets (VM) can only couple to each other
in a BF -type interaction, thereby giving a mass to the TM. The dual vector multiplet (dVM)
cannot couple to any of the other superfields.
The field strength of the VM is the gauge transformation of the next entry in the de Rham
complex. Instead of describing a 2-form (which already sits in the TM), it turns out that the
associated invariant is the multiplet of linearized local superconformal transformations, which we
study in section 3. The next entry of the table has this multiplet as a set of gauge transformations
and, therefore, describes the “conformal” graviton: In the same way that the orthogonality of
the vielbein in T-theory makes its linearization a super 2-form, the linearized superfields of F-
supergravity are naturally associated with a super 3-form. We construct its linearized Einstein
tensor and, thus, the linearized supergravity action, invariant under the linearized superconformal
transformations. We find, however, that we are unable to construct the super-Weyl tensor (as
expected from a similar analysis at the nonlinear level in T-theory).
The derivation ofM,T, and S-theories by combinations of sectioning and dimensional reduction
of all the above F-theories is discussed in section 4. The final section contains our conclusions.
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Some superspace d-identities are derived in appendix A. In appendix B we present a bosonic
version of F-theory. First, we address the subtle notion of p-forms which appear in the components
of the matter and gauge multiplets in the main body of the paper. We end the appendices with
the construction of bosonic F-gravity.
2 Matter
2.1 Scalar Multiplet
Consider the real scalar superfield constrained by
d2dαφ = 0. (2.1)
Due to the identity (1.5), we can solve this constraint in terms of a (real) prepotential U as1
φ = d2U, δU = dαd2ξα. (2.2)
The 8 + 8 components of the real scalar superfield U are given by
U ∼ U + θη + θ2φ+ θγaθAa + θ2θψ + θ4D. (2.3)
We take the action to be
S =
1
2
∫
d4x
∫
d4θ φ2. (2.4)
This yields the equation of motion
d2φ = 0. (2.5)
Together with the constraint (2.1), this implies the Dirac equation pαβd
βφ = 0 by the second
identity in (A.3).
The components of the scalar multiplet are
φ ∼ φ+ θψ + θγaθFa + θ2D with Fa = ∂abAb (2.6)
The “vector” component Fa is a derivative of the vector A
a in the prepotential U (2.2) by the fifth
and sixth identities in (A.3). By the defining constraint (2.1) and the first equation in (A.5), it
satisfies the Bianchi identity ∂[abFc] = 0 so that F is a ∗2-form (cf. table B.3). Taken together,
this multiplet carries 4 + 4 off-shell degrees of freedom. On-shell, the vector potential is further
constrained to satisfy 0 = ∆ad
2φ ∝ ∂ab∆bφ ∝ ∂ab∂bcAc. This is the Maxwell-type wave equation
∂abFb = 0 (cf. eq. B.3) reducing the multiplet to 2 + 2 on-shell degrees of freedom.
Reducing F → M, d2 → d2 + d¯2 and the scalar superfield φ→ Π + Π¯ reduces to a chiral field
Π with real prepotential plus its conjugate. This is the known description of the four-dimensional
gauge 3-form multiplet [27]. We conclude that this “scalar” multiplet describes the F-theory lift
of the gauge 3-form. We will revisit this reduction in section A.3.
1Note that this implies the existence of an ∞ tower of multiplets, starting with the dual (tensor) multiplet (cf.
§2.2)
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2.1.1 Scalar Multiplet Mass
It is impossible to write a general superpotential for this multiplet since, for example, in the
reduction F → M, the resulting superpotential fails to be holomorphic. The exception to this is
the mass term
Sm =
m
2
∫
d4x
∫
d4θ Uφ, (2.7)
which is gauge invariant by the constraint on φ. It reduces correctly to M by the linearity in φ:
Sm → m
2
∫
d4x
∫
d4θ U(Π + Π¯) =
m
2
∫
d4x
∫
d4θ UΠ + h.c.
=
m
2
∫
d4x
∫
d2θ d¯2UΠ + h.c. =
m
2
∫
d4x
∫
d2θΠ2 + h.c. (2.8)
The massive SM equation of motion becomes
d2φ+mφ = 0. (2.9)
Note that this equation is annihilated by d2dα. This requirement gives a stronger reason that
there can be no superpotential V (φ) for the scalar multiplet: Consider the putative equation of
motion d2φ− f(φ) = 0 where f = −V ′. Acting with d2dα automatically annihilates the first term.
On the potential it gives
0 = 2d2dαf(φ) = f
′′′dβφdβφdαφ+ f ′′
(
2d2φdαφ+ 2d
βφdβdαφ
)
=
(
f ′′′dβφdβφ+ f ′′f
)
dαφ+ f
′′dβφdβdαφ. (2.10)
Canceling the second term requires f ′′ = 0 which then implies that f ′′′ = 0 as well. Thus, we
recover that
f = Λ +mφ (2.11)
for some constant parameters Λ and m with mass dimensions 2 and 1, respectively.
2.2 Tensor Multiplet
The dual G of the scalar multiplet has its defining constraint and equation of motion reversed as
compared to the equations defining the dynamical scalar multiplet φ. That is, the constraint is
d2G = 0 ⇒ G = dαd2ηα : δηα = dβυαβ (2.12)
for some unconstrained spinor superfield η with gauge parameter υαβ =
1
2
υ〈αβ〉.
The action dual to the scalar action (2.4) is
S = −1
2
∫
d4x
∫
d4θ G2. (2.13)
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The equation of motion extremizing this action is
d2dαG = 0. (2.14)
The Dirac equation on the spinor in G is implied by the constraint and the equation of motion as
with the scalar multiplet to which it is dual.
The components of the tensor multiplet are
G ∼ G+ θψ˜ + θγaθF˜a. (2.15)
The vector component is constrained by ∂abF˜b = ∂
ab∆bG ∝ ∆ad2G = 0 as expected from duality
with the scalar multiplet. This constraint identifies F˜a =
1
4!
a
bcdeFbcde as the (dual of the) field
strength Fabcd = ∂[abAcd] of a 2-form (cf. table B.2). The equation of motion now implies ∂
cdFabcd =
0 reducing the 4 + 4 component off-shell description to 2 + 2 on-shell components.
2.2.1 TM ↔ SM Duality
This multiplet can be obtained by performing a duality transformation on the scalar multiplet of
the previous section. A duality functional for 2-form ↔ ∗2-form is∫
d4x
∫
d4θ
(
Gd2U − 1
2
G2
)
. (2.16)
Indeed, integrating out G gives G = d2U . Substituting back into the action gives the scalar
multiplet of section 2.1. Alternatively, integrating out U gives the constraint d2G = 0 which is
satisfied by the tensor multiplet solution G = dαd2ηα, and the action reduced to the tensor muliplet
action (2.13).
As usual, there is a “dual” action for expressing this duality,∫
d4x d4θ
(
φdαd2ηα − 12φ2
)
. (2.17)
Now φ is auxiliary, and G = dαd2ηα appears explicitly.
2.2.2 Tensor Multiplet Mass
The equation of motion (2.14) is annihilated by contraction with (dγa)
α. Since no combination of
m, d, and η has this property, we conclude that this multiplet cannot have a mass term. Indeed,
postulating a superpotential Vα(G) and repeating the analysis of the previous section, we find that
dGγaf
′ = 0, which is easily shown to imply that f ′α = 0. Thus, fα = 0 unless we consider couplings
to other multiplets. In section 2.3, we will find that the vector multiplet field strength Wα satisfies
this constraint. There we will take the constant (in G) fα = cBFWα which deforms the equation
of motion to d2dαG+mWα = 0 with m = cBF .
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2.3 Vector Multiplet
The scalar and tensor multiplets of the previous section fit into a de Rham complex · · · → TM→
SM → . . . in which the field G = dαd2ηα in the TM becomes the gauge transformation of the
prepotential U of the SM φ = d2U . In this section we extend this complex to the right
. . . −→ TM −→ SM −→ VM −→ . . . (2.18)
by taking the prepotential expression of the SM field and reinterpreting it as the gauge trans-
formation of what will turn out to be the vector multiplet (VM), describing the supersymmetric
generalization of the form with p = 1 in table (B.2).
Thus, the vector multiplet prepotential is a real scalar superfield V with the abelian gauge
transformation
δV = d2λ, (2.19)
given in terms of the scalar multiplet of the previous subsection. Due to the identity (1.5), we can
define the (abelian) vector multiplet field strength Wα as
Wα := d
2dαV. (2.20)
This solves the Bianchi identity
d〈αWβ〉 = 0 ⇔ dγaW = 0, (2.21)
as follows from (1.5) and the second equation in (A.3).
Then the Maxwell action
S =
1
2
∫
d4x
∫
d4θ V dαd2dαV (2.22)
is invariant. The equation of motion following from this action is
dαWα = 0. (2.23)
Together with (2.21), this gives the Dirac equation for W , as follows: The first equation of (2.21),
when taken together with the equation of motion implies d[αWβ] = 0. This gives d
2Wα = −pαβW β
and ∆αβW
β = −5
4
pαβW
β. Together, they imply the Dirac equation 0 = dαdβW
β = 1
4
pαβW
β.
The 8 + 8 components of the real scalar prepotential V are given by
V ∼ V + θη + θ2f + θγaθAa + θ2θχ+ θ4D. (2.24)
Under a gauge transformation with SM gauge parameter
d2λ ∼ Λ + θψ + θγaθ∂abλb + θ2Dλ (2.25)
we see that there is a Wess-Zumino gauge
V ∼ θγaθAa + θ2θχ+ θ4D with δAa = ∂abλb. (2.26)
The components of the field strength are
Wα ∼ χα + (θγab)αFab + θαD with Fab = 12abcde∂cdAe. (2.27)
The 2-form component satisfies the identity ∂abFbc = 0. In table B.2 it is represented by its Hodge
dual Fabc so that, indeed, this is the 1-form (as opposed to the ∗1-form). This gives an off-shell
4 + 4 component description that reduces to 2 + 2 components on-shell.
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2.3.1 Gauge-invariant TM/VM Interactions
We are unable to give the VM gauge-invariant self-interactions. Nevertheless, we find that we are
able to construct interesting gauge-invariant terms that are not the kinetic action. We modify the
usual argument to include a term dαWα + f(V ) = 0 with dependence on V instead of W . Then
0 = d2f = d2V f ′ + 2dαV dαV f ′′ implies that
f(V ) = cFI + g(ϕ) (2.28)
where cFI is a constant and ϕ
i are other fields that are not V . Since f is independent of V , these
terms integrate to
∫
d4xd4θV f(ϕ). Now, gauge invariance requires d2f = 0 off-shell so
gid
2ϕi + 2gijd
αϕidαϕ
j = 0 (2.29)
where gi := ∂g/∂ϕ
i and gij := ∂
2g/∂ϕi∂ϕj. Thus, assuming only linear constraints on ϕ, we find
that gij = 0 and either gi = 0 or ϕ = G is a tensor multiplet. We now consider these terms in
more detail.
Fayet-Iliopoulos Term Although we are unable to construct minimal coupling terms and self-
interactions, there is the possibility of a Fayet-Iliopoulos term
SFI = cFI
∫
d4x
∫
d4θ V. (2.30)
This term is gauge invariant and supersymmetric by the usual arguments.
BF Coupling and Tensor Multiplet Mass Consider the coupling
SBF = cBF
∫
d4x
∫
d4θ V G, (2.31)
to a tensor multiplet. This is gauge-invariant due to the constraint on G. The Fayet-Iliopoulos
term results if we give a vev 〈G〉 = cFI/cBF . By solving G = dαd2ηα for its pre-potential, we can
also recast the action in the form
SBF = cBF
∫
d4x
∫
d4θWαηα, (2.32)
The bosonic terms in the component action are of the form cBF
∫
d4x(abcdeAa∂bcAde + DG).
The first term can be rewritten as B ∧ F where Bab ∼ Aab is the gauge 2-form in the TM and
Fabc ∼ ∂[abAc] is the 1-form field strength. The second term, when combined with the Maxwell
action, gives rise to a mass m = cBF for the scalar in the TM G.
2.4 Dual Vector Multiplet
We momentarily digress from the de Rham progression TM → SM → VM to work out the dual
vector multiplet (dVM) obtained by interchanging the VM constraint with its equation of motion.
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In doing so, we will find the supersymmetric generalization of the form with p = ∗1 in table B.3.
The dual vector multiplet ∗Wα is defined by the constraint
dα∗Wα = 0 ⇒ ∗Wα = d2dβhαβ : δhc = d2λc (2.33)
where the prepotential and gauge parameter satisfy Xαβ =
1
2
X〈αβ〉 for X = h, λ. The dual Maxwell
action is
S = −1
2
∫
d4x
∫
d4θ dαh
αγd2dβhβγ, (2.34)
giving the equation of motion
d〈α∗Wβ〉 = 0 ⇔ dγa∗W = 0. (2.35)
The components of the gauge parameter are those of a scalar multiplet (2.25) with a vector index
tacked on
d2λc ∼ Λc + θψc + θγaθ∂abλbc + θ2Lc. (2.36)
This can be used to put the prepotential into the Wess-Zumino gauge
hc ∼ hc + θχˆc + θ2ac + θγaθAca + θ3
(
γcλ˜+ ψc
)
+ θ4Dc
→ θγaθAca + θ3
(
γcλ˜+ ψc
)
+ θ4Dc, (2.37)
with the residual gauge transformation δAca = ∂abλ
bc, identifying this multiplet as the p = ∗1 form
(cf. table B.3).
The remaining fields enter the field strength superfield as
∗Wα ∼ ∗λα + (γabθ)α∗Fab + (γaθ)α∗Fa (2.38)
where ∗Fab ∼ ∂[caAcb] and ∗Fa ∼ abcde∂bcAde are the field strength for a dual vector (i.e. a ∗1-form)
and the (dual of the) field strength for a 2-form, respectively. The latter is auxiliary, being set to
zero on-shell by the equation of motion (2.35).
2.4.1 VM ↔ dVM Duality
This multiplet can be obtained by performing a duality transformation on the vector multiplet of
the previous section. The duality functional for 1-form ↔ ∗1-form is∫
d4x
∫
d4θ
(
Aαd
2dαV − 1
2
Aαd
2Aα
)
. (2.39)
Indeed, integrating out A gives Aα = dαV (up to terms annihilated by d
2 e.g. dαd
2k). Substituting
back into the action gives the vector multiplet of section 2.3. Alternatively, integrating out V gives
the constraint dαd2Aα = 0 which is satisfied by the dual vector multiplet solution Aα = d
βhαβ (up
to terms in the kernel of d2). Again, there is a dual action,∫
d4x d4θ
(
Aαd2dβhαβ − 12Aαd2Aα
)
. (2.40)
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2.4.2 No Gauge-invariant dVM Interactions
The equation of motion dγa
∗W = 0 is annihilated by d2. We can repeat the analysis of section
2.3.1 with the difference that now fa(h) is a 1-form. The condition that d
2fa = 0 is strengthened
by gauge invariance to conservation d2fa = 0 off-shell. Analogously to (2.28), we find that fa is
a linear function of TMs. But then it is easy to see that the only such function consistent with
Lorentz invariance is fa ≡ 0. We conclude that the dVM does not admit any interactions.
3 Supergravity
In this section, we return to construction of the de Rham complex by extending equation (2.18)
to the right:
. . . −→ TM −→ SM −→ VM −→ sConf −→ . . . (3.1)
This means that we have a prepotential with transformation of the form of the defining constraint
(2.20) of the VM. This is recognizable as the linearized conformal supergravity prepotential trans-
formation. Surprisingly, then, we do not generate the supersymmetric version of a p-form as one
might have expected.2
3.1 Local Superconformal Transformations
The local superconformal transformation of the supergravity prepotential is
δHa = 2dγaL. (3.2)
The expansion for the gauge parameter is
Lα ∼ Lα + θαξ + (θγa)αξa + (θγab)αξab + θ2εα + θγaθΛˆaα
+ θ3ασ + (θ
3γa)ασa + (θ
3γab)αωab + θ
4ηα. (3.3)
As we explain momentarily (c.f. §3.1.1), there is a gauge transformation of this gauge parame-
ter that allows us to remove the first two components. In this Wess-Zumino gauge, the gauge
transformation of H is
dγaL ∼ ξa + θ
(
Λˆa + γaε
)
+ θ2
(
σa + ∂abξ
b
)
+ θγaθ
(
σ + ∂bcξ
bc
)
+ θγbθ (ωab + ∂a
cξbc) + θ
3
(
γaη + ∂abγ
bε+ ∂abΛˆ
b
)
+ θ4∂abσ
b (3.4)
The component fields parameterize:
2This is also true in ordinary 5D, N = 1 [28] and 6D, N = (1, 0) [29] versions of the superspace de Rham
complex and may, in fact, hold generally [30]. The case of 4D, N = 1 (and lower) is special because of the
possibility of producing an irreducible superfield using chirality: The 1-form constraints are dαWα− d¯α˙W α˙ = 0 and
d¯α˙Wα − dαW α˙ = 0 (cf. eq. 4.3) but the latter reduces to the chirality condition (cf. §4.1). Had this not been the
case, we would have found δHa = d¯σ˜aL− dσaL¯ (the conformal graviton) as the next multiplet in the list. Instead,
we impose chirality and extend the complex using the other identity. By doing so, we successfully generate the
gauge 3-form multiplet. (See also ref. [30].)
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parameter ξab ε
α σ ωab ηα
local type translation supersymmetry scale Lorentz S-supersymmetry
The parameters {ξa, Λˆaα, σa}, together with local scale (for ϕ), local Lorentz (for bab), and local
S-supersymmetry (for the trace ψ of the gravitino), can be used to reduce the components of the
supergravity prepotential to the Wess-Zumino gauge3
Ha ∼ Ha + θχˆa + θ2aa + θγbθ (ηabϕ+ hab + bab) + θ3 (γaψ + ψa) + θ4Aa
→ θγbθhab + θ3ψa + θ4Aa. (3.5)
The remaining gauge transformations
δhab = ∂(a
cξb)c, δψaα = ∂abγ
bε− trace, and δAa = 0, (3.6)
represent the F-theory analogues of the usual infinitesimal diffeomorphism and local supersymme-
try transformations.
3.1.1 Geometrical Origin of the F-constraint
The gauge transformation δLα leaving δHa invariant (gauge for gauge) corresponds to the vector
multiplet field strength of section 2.3:
0 = d〈αδLβ〉 ⇒ δLα = d2dαC
for an arbitrary real scalar field C provided (cf. eq. A.5)
0 = d〈αd2dβ〉 = 2p2〈αβ〉.
This gives the manifestly supersymmetric generalization of the observation in the Introduction
that the F-constraint follows from the gauge invariance of the gauge invariance, as is also true
in T-theory. Also as in T, at the nonlinear level it follows from the closure of the algebra of
generalized diffeomorphisms, as was shown in bosonic F-theory [13].
3.2 Action
Given the F-theory action SF, the equation of motion is defined by
Ga :=
δSF
δHa
= 0. (3.7)
Due to the gauge transformation of (3.2), this superfield must satisfy
δGa = 0 ⇔ dαGαβ = 0. (3.8)
3The component Λˆaα is Lorentz reducible: It contains a γ-trace that cannot be absorbed by redefining εα
(because θγaθ(γaΛ)α ∼ θ2Λα + θα(θΛ) and a redefinition of ε can only shift away the first term). Similarly, the
χˆaα component is reducible and we use all of Λˆ to gauge away all of χˆ.
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Since we are working in the quadratic approximation, the action is determined to be SF =
1
2
∫
d4x
∫
d4θ HaGa(H) once we have found such a G. We now turn to the construction of the
linearized Einstein tensor.
Let4
Gαβ = a0d
4Hαβ + a1d
2p〈αγHβ〉γ + a2∆γδpγ〈αHβ〉δ + a3p〈αγpβ〉δHγδ + a4p2Hαβ (3.9)
Although we can fix the coefficients by demanding invariance under the gauge transformation (3.2),
it turns out to be simpler to impose the Bianchi identity. Contracting dβ on the first three terms
gives
dβd4Hαβ = −pβγd3γHαβ
dβd2p〈αγHβ〉γ = −pβγd3γHαβ − pβαd3γHβγ + 12pγ〈αpδβ〉dβHγδ − 12p2dβHαβ
dβ∆γδpγ〈αδHβ〉δ = pβγd
3γHαβ − pβαd3γHβγ − 12pγ〈αpδβ〉dβHγδ − 12p2dβHαβ (3.10)
Therefore, dβGαβ = 0 implies (a1, a2, a3, a4) = (−1, 1, 1, 0)a02 , and the action
SF =
a0
4
∫
d4x
∫
d4θ
{
Hαβd4Hαβ + pα
γHαβd2Hβγ + pα
γHαβpβ
δHδγ − pγαHαβ∆γδHβδ
}
(3.11)
is invariant.
Alternative forms of this action can be derived using the identities in appendix A.2. For
example, by solving for the Hp∆H term in the sum of the last two equations in (A.3), the action
can be put in the form
SF =
3a0
8
∫
d4x
∫
d4θ
{
Hαβd4Hαβ +
1
3
pα
γHαβd2Hβγ + pα
γHαβpβ
δHδγ +
1
6
(∆αβH
αβ)2
}
. (3.12)
This form can be reduced further to one with only p and ∆ terms giving
SF = −a0
8
∫
d4x
∫
d4θ
{
∆αβH
γδ∆γδH
αβ + 2pγαH
αβ∆γδHδβ
}
. (3.13)
In section 4.1.3, we will reduce the F action in the form (3.11) to M. Matching to the quadratic
action of old-minimal supergravity fixes the overall normalization to the value a0 = −13 .
3.2.1 No Weyl tensor for F
The linearized Einstein tensor Ga is not the field strength of the conformal graviton Ha since it
vanishes on-shell. Next, we explain why we are unable to construct the linearized super-Weyl tensor
Wαβγ of dimension
5
2
invariant under the gauge transformation (3.2). The linearly independent
terms of dimension 3
2
and their transformations are
δp(α
δdβHγ)δ = −12p(αβpγ)δLδ + 12p(αβ∆γ)δLδ − 14p(αβd2Lγ) + 12d(αd2dβLγ)
δp(αβd
δHγ)δ = −12p(αβpγ)δLδ + 32p(αβ∆γ)δLδ − 54p(αβd2Lγ)
δ∆(α
δdβHγ)δ = −p(αβ∆γ)δLδ − 32p(αβd2Lγ) + 12d(αd2dβLγ) (3.14)
4Note that ∆〈αγHβ〉γ ≡ 0 (in vector notation, for example, there is no way to make a non-zero vector out of
∆aHb). Therefore, 0 = H
αβd2∆α
γHβγ = H
αβp〈γδ∆α〉δHβγ = Hαβ(pγδ∆δαHβγ + ∆γδpδαHβγ).
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Note that every term on the right-hand-side either contains p(αβ) or is of the form d(αd
2dβLγ) =
2∆δ(αp
δ
βLγ). The former vanish when reduced to M and restricted to undotted spin indices whereas
the latter are annihilated by d2. A related observation is that d2d(αpβ
δhγ)δ → Wαβγ, by itself,
reduces to the M-theory Weyl tensor when keeping only holomorphic spinor indices.5
With this, it is clear that we can find a linear combination canceling the terms of the form
p(αβpγ)δL
δ and p(αβd
2Lγ). The terms of the form d(αd
2dβLγ) are canceled once we hit the whole
thing with d2. This leaves the terms d2p(αβ∆γ)δL
δ with the coefficient −1− 2
3
6= 0. Therefore, we
conclude that it is impossible to construct a Weyl tensor superfield in F theory.
In retrospect, this can be explained by a similar observation in T. There, it is known that one
cannot construct the T-invariant Weyl tensor [4]. Since F ⇒ T, we conclude that “no T Weyl
tensor” ⇒ “no F Weyl tensor”.
4 Reduction F → M, T, S
The signature of our ten-dimensional toy F-theory is (4, 6) with 4 space-like and 6 time-like direc-
tions. In particular, in flat space
 := −ηAB∂A∂B := −12∂ab∂ab = −∂2−10 + ∂2−1i − 12∂ij∂ij + ∂20i (4.1)
with the isometries SO(4, 6). (Here the −1 index is the timelike one of §1.2 and we chose the sign
so that  →  under F→M.) Reduction to M, T, and S proceeds by solving the F-constraint
∂[ab∂cd] = 0 (1.4) and dimensional reduction in various combinations, as explained in the Introduc-
tion.
4.1 F → M
Reducing to M is achieved solving the F-constraint in the hyperplane orthogonal to time-like
vector u. Fixing ua = δa−1, this means that we are keeping only those pab with one −1 index and,
therefore, → −∂2−10 + ∂2−1i reduces to the Laplacian in signature (3, 1).
The superspace derivatives reduce to dα, d¯α˙ with the familiar form for the four-dimensional,
N = 1 supersymmetry algebra (our conventions are explained in detail in appendix A.3)
{d, d} = 0, {dα, d¯α˙} = pαα˙, {d¯, d¯} = 0. (4.2)
The superspace theories of section 2 reduce to combinations of four-dimensional representations and
the reduction of the gravity theory turns out to be a modified version of old minimal supergravity
that has a real prepotential (3-form multiplet) for its chiral compensator. We now turn to the
derivation of these results (they are summarized in table 4).
4.1.1 Chirality
M-theory has chiral fields. We now explain how these emerge from a manifestly real F-theory.
5The same was true of the VM superfield strength Wα when it was written in terms of the prepotential: There
too the holomorphic restriction of F → M automatically spits out the chiral superfield Wα = d¯2dαV .
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Consider again the vector multiplet field strength of section 2.3. We reduce the constraint (2.21)
d〈αWβ〉 = 0 −→
{
dαWα − d¯α˙W α˙ = 0
d¯α˙Wα − dαW α˙ = 0
(4.3)
(see also appendix A.3). The second equation is weaker than the chirality condition d¯W = 0 but
it implies p
(α˙
(αd¯
β˙)Wβ) = 0. This suffices to conclude that d¯α˙Wα = constant. Thus, chirality emerges
as a choice of boundary condition in the space of F-fields.
Alternatively, we can solve the constraint in terms of the prepotential Wα = d
2dαV . Upon
reduction, Wα → Wα,W α˙, the new W = d¯2dαV is automatically chiral because d3 ≡ 0.
4.1.2 M Fields
The reduction of the fields from F → M is subtle due to the tension between the reality of
the former and the chirality of the latter. In this section, we will demonstrate the matching of
representations by comparing them to table 3 of four-dimensional p-forms [26,27]:
p Âp d̂Ap multiplet EOM
0 Φ i(Φ− Φ¯) scalar d¯2d̂A
1 V d¯2dαV vector d
αd̂Aα + h.c.
2 Φα d
αΦα + h.c. tensor dαd̂A
3 V d¯2V gauge 3-form d2d̂A+ h.c.
4 Φ d¯α˙Φ ≡ 0 gauge 4-form 0
Table 3: 4D, N = 1 p-forms: (δÂp, F̂p+1, d̂F p+1) = (d̂Λp−1, d̂Ap, 0). Φs are chiral and V s are real.
SM → 0-form and 3-form As alluded to in section 2.1, the scalar multiplet reduces as φ =
d2U → d2U + d¯2U = (Π¯ + Π) to a chiral field Π := d¯2U with real prepotential. Comparing to the
table, we find that this is both of the form of the 0-form field strength and that of the gauge 3-form
multiplet. The 4-form field strength of the 3-form Cabc ∼ abcd[d, d¯]du is the lowest component of
the combination d2Π − d¯2Π¯ ∼ abcd∂aCbcd. The gauge transformation δU = dαd2λα implies that
δCabc = ∂[aλbc], as we now show.
TM → 2-form The tensor multiplet has field strength G = dαd2ηβ reducing to G = dαd¯2ηα +
d¯α˙d2η¯α˙ so we recover the 3-form field strength of the four-dimensional 2-form gauge potential
Bab. To conclude that this is, in fact, the gauge 2-form however, we must verify that the gauge
transformation is δBab = ∂[aλb]. The F-theory transformation δηα = d
2dβλαβ reduces to δηα =
d¯2dαλ + d
2d¯α˙λαα˙ after decomposing λ〈αβ〉 → (λ, λαα˙) into four-dimensional representations. The
first term is the field strength of a 1-form and, thus, gives the correct transformation of the 2-form
Bαβ ∼ d(αd¯2ηβ) because the second term cannot contribute. Since ηα is complex, the combination
Φα = d¯
2ηα is an arbitrary chiral field. In the description in terms of Φα the λαα˙ parameter drops
out completely and we conclude that F TM → M TM, as expected.
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VM → 1-form and 4-form The vector multiplet field strength Wα = d2dαV reduces trivially
to that of the four-dimensional VM Wα = d¯
2dαV and its conjugate but, again, we should check
the gauge transformation rule. This gives δV → d2λ + d¯2λ the field strength of a 3-form rather
than a chiral scalar multiplet. Contrary to the case of the tensor, this distinction persists in
the description of this theory in terms of the combination Aα = dαV , implying instead that the
(d2 − d¯2)V ∼ abcdCabcd with the gauge transformation δCabcd = ∂[aλbcd]. This component gauge
4-form carries no degrees of freedom on- or off-shell.
dVM → Dual 1-form The dual vector multiplet field strength ∗Wα = d2dβV〈αβ〉 reduces into
two parts ∗Wα = id¯2dαV + d2d¯α˙Vαα˙. The first part W˜α = id¯2dαV gives a dual vector in four
dimensions but this time we cannot remove Υα˙ := d¯
2dαVαα˙. On the other hand, d
∗W = idW˜ and
d¯∗W = d¯Υ¯ so the action reduces to∫
d4x
∫
d2θ
(
W˜αW˜
α + Υα˙Υ
α˙
)
+ h.c. (4.4)
and the dynamics of V and Vαα˙ decouple. The equation of motion for V imposes d
αW˜α− h.c. = 0
on-shell and that of V αα˙ imposes dαΥα˙ − h.c. = 0. Note that these equations are equivalent to
dα∗Wα− h.c. = 0 and dα∗W¯α˙− h.c. = 0, which are dual to the four-dimensional projections of the
Bianchi identity of the F-theory vector multiplet. By the chirality argument in section 4.1.1, we
may assume that, on-shell, dαΥα˙ = 0. Since Υ is already chiral off-shell, we conclude that it carries
no degrees of freedom on-shell and we are left only with the degrees of freedom of the dual vector
multiplet W˜α.
p (mod 6) Âp d̂Ap multiplet EOM
0 U (d2 + d¯2)U scalar + 3-form (d2 + d¯2)d̂A
1 V d¯2dαV vector + 4-form d
αd̂Aα + h.c.
2 Lα
{
d¯α˙Lα + h.c.
dαLα + h.c.
superconformal
parameters
none
3 (Ha, P ) (Ga(H,P ), R(H,P )) SG d̂A
4 (Ga, R) d¯
α˙Gαα˙ + dαR SG Bianchi Id.
d¯α˙d̂Aα + h.c.
dαd̂Aα + h.c.
5 ψα d
αd¯2ψα + h.c. tensor d¯
2dαd̂A
Table 4: F → M reduction.
4.1.3 M Supergravity
As implied by the reduction of the spinors from F→M (cf. appendix A.3), the supergravity field
H〈αβ〉 decomposes into the fields Hαα˙ and H−1 with gauge transformations (3.2)
δHαα˙ = d¯α˙Lα − dαL¯α˙ and δH−1 = dαLα − d¯α˙Lα˙. (4.5)
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They are recognizable as the superconformal transformations of the four-dimensional, N = 1
supergravity prepotential Ha and the chiral compensator χ ∝ d¯2H−1 of old-minimal supergravity.
The fact that the prepotential H−1 is imaginary (vs. generic complex) means that this supergravity
theory has a 3-form in its chiral compensator (cf. table 3) as compared to the more familiar
unconstrained chiral compensator of old-minimal supergravity [31].6
The super-Einstein tensor G〈αβ〉 reduces to the four-dimensional, N = 1 super-Einstein tensor
Gαα˙ and the chiral superfield R (containing the curvature scalar) in the combination R + R¯.
Explicitly, reducing (3.9), we obtain
Gαα˙ = 2a0d
γ d¯2dγHαα˙ − (12a0 − a3)pββ˙pββ˙Hαα˙ − 2a1(d2 + d¯2)pαα˙Hγγ
+ a2
2
p(α
β˙∆β)β˙H
β
α˙ − a22 pβ(β˙|∆β|α˙Hαβ˙ − 2a3pαα˙pββ˙Hββ˙
Gγγ = 2a0{d2, d¯2}Hγγ + (12a0 − a3)pδδ˙pδδ˙Hγγ + 4a1(d2 + d¯2)pγγ˙Hγγ˙. (4.6)
Recalling that (a1, a2, a3, a4) = (−12 , 12 , 12 , 0)a0, the coefficients in parentheses add to zero, thereby
canceling the p2 terms, as required. This reduction agrees with the super-Einstein tensor Ga and
super-Ricci scalar G−1 ∝ R + R¯ of old-minimal supergravity [27]
Ga = −23dγ d¯2dγHa + 13papbHb + i6εabcdpb[d, d¯]cHd + pa(χ− χ¯) , R = d¯2(χ¯− 13paHa), (4.7)
provided we take a0 = −13 and and the linearized chiral compensator χ = −
√
2
3
d¯2H−1 (related
to the non-linear compensator by ϕ3 = 1 − √2d¯2H−1). For completeness, we give the quadratic
M-theory action
SM =
∫
d4x
∫
d4θ
{
− 1
6
Hadβd¯2dβHa − 112(paHa)2 − 136([dα, d¯α˙]Ha)2 − 13(χ− χ¯)paHa + χ¯χ
}
(4.8)
to which the F action (3.11) reduces.
The constraint (3.8) reduces to d¯α˙Gαα˙ = dαR familiar from old-minimal supergravity. As
guaranteed by gauge invariance, the quadratic action reduces to that of linearized old-minimal
supergravity with chiral compensator with a real prepotential (cf. e.g. refs. [31,32]). The M-theory
Weyl tensor Wαβγ that satisfies d¯α˙Wαβγ = 0 and d
αWαβγ =
1
2
p(α
γ˙Gβ)γ˙ can now be constructed but,
as pointed out in section 3.2.1, it does not come by reduction from a superconformally invariant
tensor in F.
4.2 F → T
As explained in section 1.2, reducing to F → T is achieved by truncating p3a → 0 (dimensional
reduction). The covariant derivatives reduce to dα → dα, dα′ and their algebra takes the form
{dα, dβ} = 2pαβ, {dα, dα′} = 0, {dα′ , dβ′} = 2pα′β′ . (4.9)
The F-constraint reduces to the T-constraint
p2 − p′2 = 0. (4.10)
6This version of supergravity was found to be useful to describe supergravity-mediated supersymmetry breaking
in five-dimensional brane-world scenarios in references [32,33].
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These constraints are invariant under Spin(2,2) ∼= SL(2;R)×SL(2;R) and under the Z2 interchang-
ing the factors, which we will call “T-parity”. The reduction of the fields to T is unfamiliar so we
will work out some examples. Throughout this section, we reduce
∫
d4x → ` ∫ d3x but then pro-
ceed to absorb ` into the definition of the fields so that no explicit factors appear. (Alternatively,
we reduce and then set `→ 1.)
The basic relation in T is
(d2 − d′2)(d2 + d′2) = 0. (4.11)
From this, it follows that a “scalar” multiplet φ = (d2+d′2)U satisfies (d2−d′2)φ = 0 but also that
its prepotential has the gauge transformation δU = (d2−d′2)λ. If we define the “vector” multiplet
prepotential V to have this field as a gauge transformation δV = (d2 + d′2)λ, we find that its field
strength is given by the other combination (d2 − d′2)V . This gives the T-form table 5.
p (mod 2) Âp d̂Ap multiplet EOM
0 U (d2 + d′2)U “scalar” (d2 + d¯2)d̂A
1 V (d2 − d′2)V “vector” (d2 − d′2)d̂A
Table 5: Super T-forms: (δÂp, F̂p+1, d̂F p+1) = (d̂Λp−1, d̂Ap, 0).
We now compare this to the reduction F → T as represented in table 6. The actions for the
scalar and tensor multiplets “reduce” simply by plugging in the explicit forms for φ = d2U + d′2U
and G = dα(d2+d′2)ηα+dα
′
(d2+d′2)ηα′ = (d2−d′2)v with v := dα′ηα′−dαηα. The vector multiplet
action
∫
dαVWα reduces to
∫
(dαVWα + d
α′VWα′) =
∫
Γ2 with Γ := (d2 − d′2)V after integration
by parts, taking the same form as the tensor multiplet theory with the replacement v → V .
By contrast, the dual vector multiplet action can be written as
−
∫
d3x
∫
d2θd2θ′
(
Γ2 + 2dαdα′v
αα′Γ− 2dαdα′vΓαα′ − 12Γαα′Γαα
′
)
(4.12)
where Γ := (d2 − d′2)v and Γαα′ := (d2 − d′2)vαα′ . Contrary to the analogous formula for the F
→ M reduction, the two potentials do not decouple and the action does not reduce to a form
quadratic in field strengths.
Once more, we find that the reduction F → T produces a table with features not present
in the na¨ıve table derived from T. In this case the mismatch is attributable to the reduction of
certain irreducible F multiplets into representations with more than one prepotential, as required
by T-parity. A related feature is that we do not have an interpretation as a de Rham complex in
this case (i.e. table 6 does not have the same de Rham-type structure as tables 2, 3, 4, and 5).
4.2.1 T-dual Supergravity
The reduction of the supergravity fields is as in reference [24]: H〈αβ〉 → Hαβ′ , H3 = 12Hγγ =
−1
2
Hγ
′
γ′ with gauge transformations
δHαα′ = dα′Lα − dαLα′ and δH3 = 12(dαLα − dα
′
Lα′). (4.13)
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T potential(s) field constraint EOM
dVM Aα = dαv + d
α′vαα′ Wα = (d2 + d′2)Aα dαWα + dα′Wα′ = 0 dαWα − dα′Wα′
Aα′ = −dα′v − dαvαα′ Wα′ = (d2 + d′2)Aα′ dα′Wα − dαWα′
TM v = dα′ηα′ − dαηα G = (d2 − d′2)v (d2 + d′2)G = 0 dαG , dα′G
SM U φ = (d2 + d′2)U (d2 − d′2)φ = 0 (d2 + d′2)φ
VM Γ = (d2 − d′2)V Wα = −dαΓ dαWα − dα′Wα′ = 0 dαWα + dα′Wα′
Wα′ = dα′Γ dα′Wα − dαWα′ = 0
Table 6: F → T reduction.
The field equations (3.9) reduce to
Gαα′ = a0d
2d′2Hαα′ − a1(d2 + d′2)(pαβHβα′ + pα′β′Hαβ′) (4.14)
− a2(d2 − d′2)(pαβHβα′ − pα′β′Hαβ′)− a22 (d2 − d′2)dαdα′Hγγ + 2a3pαβpα′β
′
Hββ′
Gαα = a0d
2d′2Hαα + a2(d2 − d′2)dαdα′Hαα′ + a3(p2 + p′2)Hαα
Substituting the values (a0, a1, a2, a3) = (1,−12 , 12 , 12)a0, we get
1
a0
Gαα′ = d
2d′2Hαα′ + pα′β
′
d2Hαβ′ + pα
βd′2Hβα′ − 14(d2 − d′2)dαdα′Hγγ + pαβpα′β
′
Hββ′
1
a0
Gαα = −12(d2 − d′2)2Hαα + 12(d2 − d′2)dαdα′Hαα
′
. (4.15)
Equivalently, we can reduce the F action (3.11) to obtain the T action
ST = a0
∫
d3x
∫
d2θd2θ′
{
Hαα
′
d2d′2Hαα′ − pαβHαα′d′2Hβα′ − pα′β′Hαα′d2Hαβ′
−pαβHαα′pα′β′Hββ′ + dαdα′Hαα′(d2 − d′2)H3 − 2H3(d2 − d′2)2H3
}
.
These results are to be compared to those of reference [24]. Unfortunately, this is complicated
due to an error in the algebra that qualitatively changes the form of the equations of motion in
the current version of that paper.
4.3 M,T → S
Finally, reduction to S can be implemented through the M branch or the T branch. In the M →
S reduction, this is simply dimensional reduction along the 3-direction. In the T → S branch, the
reduction is performed by solving the F-constraint (“sectioning”) which sets p′ = p. Either way,
the result is a (2 + 1)-dimensional theory with an N = 2 supersymmetry algebra
{dα, dβ} = 2pαβ, {dα, dβ′} = 0, {dα′ , dβ′} = 2pα′β′ . (4.16)
More convenient, however, is to go to a complex basis in T analogous to that of M. Then M →
S and T → S reduction can be treated simultaneously as both give the 3D, N = 2 algebra
{dα, dβ} = 0, {dα, d¯β} = pαβ, {d¯α, d¯β} = 0, (4.17)
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gotten from M by dropping the dot α˙ → α and from T by making complex combinations propor-
tional to dα ± idα′ .
Since the reduction M → S is trivial, we choose to reduce T instead. The combinations
d2 ± d′2 reduce to d2 + d¯2 and 2idαd¯α respectively. Thus, the scalar multiplet φ → d2U + d¯2U
becomes a 3D, N = 2 chiral field Φ = d2U with real prepotential in the combination invariant
under shifts Φ → Φ + ic by imaginary constant scalars. On the other hand, the tensor multiplet
becomes an N = 2 vector multiplet G→ 2idαd¯αv. That this is a vector multiplet, can be seen by
reducing the vector multiplet itself: First, we make the complex combinations Wα = Wα + iWα′
and its conjugate. Then, Wα = −dαΓ with Γ = 2idαd¯αV invariant under the gauge transformation
δV = Ω + Ω¯ by chiral scalars d¯αΩ = 0. Thus, the fieldstrength of the three-dimensional, N = 2
vector multiplet simplifies to a real-linear superfield Γ = Γ¯ and d¯2Γ = 0. The fields of the dual
vector multiplet reduce similarly.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the superspace formulation of toy F-theories (F) in the linearized
limit. Such superspaces reduce to analogues of M-theories (M), and type-II theories with manifest
T-duality (T). These reduce in turn to a type-II “string” theory (S) in its usual formulation.
Focusing on the case in which S corresponds to a three-dimensional string, we constructed the F
superspace to which it lifts. Field theories in F are a priori ten-dimensional but are subject to
the F-constraint (1.4) effectively reducing them to four dimensions. The matter and gravitational
theories were constructed in the quadratic approximation. All of the matter theories have abelian
gauge invariances and severely restricted interactions. The F-constraint follows from the gauge
invariance of the gauge invariance in F-gravity.
Reduction F → M is achieved by solving the F-constraint. The reduction of the matter and
gravitational theories was worked out in detail. Due to the gauge invariance of the F-theory matter
fields, the reduced matter fields are modified versions of the usual matter multiplets familiar from
4D, N = 1 superspace. In the same vein, F gravity reduces to old minimal supergravity but with
a real prepotential for the chiral compensator, which representation contains a gauge 3-form.
By contrast, F reduces to T by dimensional reduction along a space-like direction. The result-
ing theory has Spin(2,2) ∼= Spin(2,1)×Spin(1,2) symmetry corresponding to the manifest T-duality
invariance of the underlying type-II theories. Again, the reduced matter representations are sig-
nificantly more complicated than what one would na¨ıvely expect. The supergravity reduction
produces a result that is expected to agree with that of reference [24] after correction of an error
in that paper.
In light of these results, there are many interesting extensions of this work to pursue. For
example, we have not yet attempted to extend the analysis to the case of the D=3 superstring a`
la [3–5] nor have we studied the first quantization of these theories. It is of interest to understand
the results of this work in the context of such a quantization, possibly in the presence of membranes.
Alternatively, it should be straightforward to extend this construction to the more interesting
dimensions corresponding to D=4 and D=6 strings.
In a different direction, the extension to the non-linear theory would be an interesting avenue
for further investigation into this F theory for D=3. The non-linear extension of the supergravity
theory is complicated by the lack of chirality in F. Even for the matter theories, the non-abelian
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extension will have to contend with the presence of forms of degrees higher than 1 in the generic
multiplet. (Although the 1-form does not have this problem, there we are unable to impose
conventional constraints on the non-abelian connection.) A related line of investigation is a proper
study of the F-theory forms. Throughout this work, we have encountered “F-orms” that reduce
to ordinary p-forms upon reduction to M and T but these are not p-forms in the ten-dimensional
sense since pairs of SO(2,3) indices are symmetric rather than anti-symmetric under interchange.
Understanding how the latter (and their T-theory analogues) arise and their relation to the former
may shed light on the (super-)geometry of F-theory.
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A is for “Algebra”
A.1 SL(4; R)
The easiest way to derive identities for the F-theory spinor algebra is from 4D γ-matrix alge-
bra: The steps are: (1) Derive the algebra for products of γ-matrices by considering special cases.
Identically valued pairs of indices give Minkowski metrics η, differently valued indices give antisym-
merized products of γ’s. (The terms are fairly obvious, with signs from anticommuting different
γ’s past each other.) (2) Replace γ’s with spinor derivatives d, and metrics η with “spacetime”
derivatives p = −i∂ (also, 4-vector indices with 4-spinor). At this point the results are manifestly
SL(4) covariant:
dαdβ = d
2
αβ + pαβ
dαdβdγ = − αβγδd3δ + (pαβdγ − pαγdβ + pβγdα)
dαdβdγdδ = − αβγδd4 + (pαβd2γδ − pαγd2βδ + pαδd2βγ + pβγd2αδ − pβδd2αγ + pγδd2αβ)
+ (pαβpγδ − pαγpβδ + pαδpβγ)
dαdβdγdδd = − (pαβγδζ − pαγβδζ + pαδβγζ − pαβγδζ + pβγαδζ
− pβδαγζ + pβαγδζ + pγδαβζ − pγαβδζ + pδαβγζ)d3ζ
+ (pαβpγδ − pαγpβδ + pαδpβγ)d − (pαβpγ − pαγpβ + pαpβγ)dδ
+ (pαβpδ − pαδpβ + pαpβδ)dγ − (pαγpδ − pαδpγ + pαpγδ)dβ
+ (pβγpδ − pβδpγ + pβpγδ)dα (A.1)
The conventions are unambiguous when factors are minimized, except for signs implied for d3 and
d4 as chosen by index ordering, and the related choice 1234 = 
1234 = 1. (The “−” with all ’s will
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be explained below for Sp(4).) We then have
{dα, dβ} = 2pαβ , [dα, dβ] = 2d2αβ
{d2αβ, dγ} = −2αβγδd3δ , [d2αβ, dγ] = −2pγ[αdβ]
{d3α, dβ} = −2pβγ · 12γαδd2δ , [d3α, dβ] = 2δαβd4
{d4, dα} = 0 , [d4, dα] = 2pαβd3β
{d2αβ, d2γδ} = −2αβγδd4 − 2pγ[αpβ]δ , [d2αβ, d2γδ] = −2p[γ[αd2β]δ] (A.2)
(Multiple (anti)symmetrizations are nested.)
A.2 Sp(4; R)
The next step is to separate Sp(4:R) traces to find the identities relevant to F-theory. Decomposing
A[αβ] ≡ Aαβ − Aβα , A〈αβ〉 ≡ A[αβ] − C-tr
A(ab) ≡ Aab + Aba , A{ab} ≡ A(ab) − η-tr
Cαβ = −Cβα = −Cαβ = −(Cαβ)* , CαγCβγ = δαβ ; ψα ≡ Cαβψβ , ψα = ψβCβα
−αβγδ = CαβCγδ + CαγCδβ + CαδCβγ
p2 ≡ 12pαβpαβ , p2〈αβ〉 ≡ 12p〈αγpβ〉γ ; pαγpβγ = p2〈αβ〉 − 12Cαβp2
d2 ≡ 12dαdα , ∆αβ ≡ 12d〈αdβ〉 ; dαdβ = pαβ + ∆αβ − 12Cαβd2
1
2
αβγδd2γδ = ∆
αβ + 12C
αβd2
{d2, dα} = 2d3α , [d2, dα] = −2pαβdβ
{∆αβ, dγ} = −2Cγ〈αd3β〉 , [∆αβ, dγ] = −2pγ〈αdβ〉
{d2,∆αβ} = −2p2〈αβ〉 , [d2,∆αβ] = 2p〈αγ∆β〉γ
{∆αβ,∆γδ} = 2Cα〈γCδ〉βd4 − p〈γ〈αpβ〉δ〉 , [∆αβ,∆γδ] = −2p〈γ〈α∆β〉δ〉 + p〈γ〈αCβ〉δ〉d2 (A.3)
2d4 = (d2)2 + p2 = 12d
αd2dα − p2 (A.4)
d(αd
2dβ) = −2p(αγ∆β)γ , d〈αd2dβ〉 = 2p2〈αβ〉 (A.5)
d2dαd
2 = 2p2〈αβ〉d
β , 12d
α(d2)2dα = −p2〈αβ〉∆αβ (A.6)
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A.3 SL(2; C)
We now break Sp(4;R) → SL(2;C) = Sp(2;C) for M-theory. The Sp(4;R) index decomposes as
α→ (α, .α), each taking two values. The spinor derivatives decompose as
dα →
√
2(dα, d¯ .α) , d
2 → 2(d2 + d¯2)
where the new d2 := 1
2
dαdα and d¯
2 = (d2)∗. The tensors decompose as
Cαβ →
(
Cαβ 0
0 C .
α
.
β
)
, pαβ →
(
0 p
α
.
β
pβ .α 0
)
A traceless-anti-symmetric tensor Xαβ =
1
2
X〈αβ〉 decomposes as
Xαβ →
(−Cαβ 1√2X−1 Xα .β
−Xβ .α C .α .β
1√
2
X−1
)
, X−1 = 1√2X
α
α = − 1√2X
.
α .
α (A.7)
This gives
∆αβ →
(−Cαβ(d2 − d¯2) [dα, d¯ .β]
[d¯ .α, dβ] C .α
.
β
(d2 − d¯2)
)
. (A.8)
A.4 Spin(2,2) → Sp(2; R)
A simple split in the range of indices α→ α, α′, without any new normalization factors, is sufficient
to reduce from F to T-theory, with its Sp(2;R)×Sp(2;R) symmetry. Explicitly,
Xαβ →
(
CαβX3 Xαβ′
−Xαβ′ −Cα′β′X3
)
, X3 =
1
2
Xαα = −12Xα
′
α′ . (A.9)
Truncating to one Sp(2;R) factor gives the reduction to S-theory. The 3D, N = 1 algebra is given
by [27]
{dα, dβ} = 2pαβ (A.10)
with α, β = 1, 2 and pαβ = pβα. The non-trivial identities can be gotten from those of section A.2
by setting d′ → 0 ⇒ p′, d3, d4 → 0:
dαdβdα = 0, d
2dα = −dαd2 = pαβdβ, 12dαd2dα = −d2d2 = p2. (A.11)
B is for “Bosonic”
In this appendix, we give a toy version of F-theory with no fermions. This is the N = 0 analogue
of the construction in the body of the paper. We begin with bosonic F-theory “p-forms”.
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B.1 Forms
In this section, we study the bosonic analogue of the “p-forms” that arise in F theory multiplets.
Uncovering the structure of these F-orms is not entirely straightforward. Importantly, they are
not de Rham forms in ten dimensions because they arise from the F-constraint
∂[ab∂cd] = 0 ⇔ ∂a[b∂cd] = 0, (B.1)
rather than the relation [∂ab, ∂cd] = 0 on which the de Rham complex is based.
We start with the following assumptions regarding the potential A of a 0-form: Its gauge
transformation is a real constant and its field strength is the gradient Fab = ∂abA with equation of
motion ∂abFab = 0. This field strength solves the Bianchi identity ∂a[bFcd] = 0.
7 With this initial
condition, the table of p-forms is built by increasing the number of indices on the potential A.
This gives the following structure:
p Bianchi Id. Solution Gauge inv. EOM
0 ∂a[bFcd] = 0 Fab = ∂abA δA = constant ∂
abFab = 0
1 ∂a[bFcde] = 0 Fabc = ∂[abAc] δAa = ∂baλ
b ∂bcFabc = 0
2 ∂a[bFcdef ] = 0 Fabcd = ∂[abAcd] δAab = ∂c[aλ
c
b] ∂
cdFabcd = 0
3 none Fabcde = ∂[abAcde] δAabc = ∂d[aλ
d
bc] ∂
deFabcde = 0
(B.2)
at which point the table terminates. The gauge transformations are unusual in that their gauge
parameters are vector-valued; there is no particular symmetry on indices at different heights. Note
that the field strengths for the gauge p-form have an unfamiliar “degree” (the number of indices
is not p+ 1).8
Table (B.2) is not invariant under “Poincare´” duality. Instead, mapping F → ∗F and flipping
Bianchi identity and equation of motion gives a second table of dual forms
p Bianchi Id. Solution Gauge inv. EOM
∗3 ∂abF = 0 F = constant none none
∗2 ∂[abFc] = 0 Fa = ∂abAb δAc = ∂abλ[abc] ∂abFb = 0
∗1 ∂[abFcd] = 0 Fab = ∂c[aAcb] δAca = ∂abλbc − 15δca∂ · λ ∂abFbc = 0
∗0 ∂[abFcde] = 0 Fabc = ∂d[aAdbc] δAcab = ∂abλc ∂abFbcd = 0
(B.3)
Again, there is no special symmetry implied on indices unless explicitly indicated. For example,
the gauge parameter λab has both symmetric and anti-symmetric parts. (The subtraction of the
divergence can be imposed directly on the parameter. Alternatively, the field strength can be
defined as Fab =
1
2
∂[caA
c
b] in which case the parameter is completely unconstrained.)
Comparing the tables, we see that the gauge transformation of a p-form is of the same structure
as the field strength of a ∗(3−p)-form. The actions that imply the equations of motion are all of the
form
∫
F 2 with the appropriate number of indices on F contracted with the (inverse) Minkowski
metric ηab.
7It also solves ∂[abFc]d = 0 but this is equivalent since ∂a[bFcd] = 0 ⇒ 0 = ∂[abFcd] ∝ ∂a[bFcd] − ∂[bcFd]a. We
prefer the form presented in the table as it is more easily compared to the form of the equations of motion of the
dual table.
8For example, the gauge 1-form is represented as having a 3-form field strength. We can put it in the slightly
more familiar form by writing Fabc =
1
2abc
deFde, in terms of which Fab =
1
2ab
cde∂deAe, satisfies the Bianchi identity
∂abFbc = 0 and the equation of motion ∂[abFcd] = 0. Note that, although we are using , Fab is not the Poincare´
dual of Fabc.
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B.1.1 Reduction to M
The reduction of a gauge p-form gives an M-theory p-form and nothing else. The part of the field
strength Fab... = ∂[abA... ] with p + 2 components vanishes identically since ∂ab → 0 in M. The −1
component, on the other hand becomes an exact (p + 1)-form field strength for a gauge p-form.
This form satisfies a Maxwell-type equation on-shell, as given in the last column of (B.2).
The reduction of a ∗p-form gives an M-theory (2− p)-form and an auxiliary (p− 1)-form. The
(2− p)-form is M-closed and satisfies a Maxwell type equation (i.e. is M-co-closed) on-shell. The
other component of the ∗p-form equation of motion reduces to ∂−1aF−1bc... = 0 which implies that
the (p− 1)-form is constant on-shell.
B.2 F-gravity
As a warm-up to the derivation of the linearized supergravity action in F-theory, we work out the
analogous calculations in a bosonic model containing only a symmetric, traceless rank-2 tensor
hab. The functional derivative of the quadratic action S =
∫
L(h) defines the linearized Einstein
tensor G(h) := δS/δh. This is required to be gauge invariant G(δh) = 0 and we can use this fact
to derive G(h).
Up to surface terms, the variation of the action can be written as∫
δL =
∫
〈hδG〉, (B.4)
where, in this appendix only, 〈M〉 = Maa will stand for the (bosonic) trace (e.g. 〈h〉 = 0). The
linearized Einstein tensor is
G = {a0〈∂∂〉h+ a1∂∂h− a2∂h∂} , (B.5)
with {. . . } standing for twice the symmetric and traceless part (e.g. {h} = 2h). Here and hence-
forth we use matrix notation but all ∂s act on the field. In this notation, the gauge transformation
is
δh = {∂λ} = ∂λ+ λ∂ − 2
5
〈∂λ〉 (B.6)
Then
2δG = {2a0〈∂∂〉∂λ+ a1∂∂∂λ+ a1∂∂λ∂ − 25a1∂∂〈∂λ〉
− a2∂∂λ∂ − a2∂λ∂∂ + 25a2∂∂〈∂λ〉}
= 2a0〈∂2〉{∂λ}+ a1{∂3λ} − a2{∂λ∂2}
+ (a1 − a2){∂2λ∂} − 25(a1 − a2){∂2}〈∂λ〉 (B.7)
but [∂] = 2∂ and [λ] = 2λ imply that ∂2λ∂ = ∂λ∂2 so this simplifies to
2δG = 2a0〈∂2〉{∂λ}+ a1{∂3λ}+ (a1 − 2a2){∂2λ∂} − 25(a1 − a2){∂2}〈∂λ〉. (B.8)
The F-constraint ∂[ab∂cd] = 0 implies ∂[ab∂cd]∂
de = 0. Expanding this out, multiplying by h on
the left and λ on the right, and contracting all indices in the two inequivalent ways gives the two
equations
〈h〈∂2〉∂λ〉 = 2〈h∂3λ〉 and 〈h∂2〉〈λ∂〉 = 2〈h∂2λ∂〉. (B.9)
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With this, the variation of the action collapses to
2δL = 2a0〈h〈∂2〉∂λ〉+ a1〈h∂3λ〉+ (a1 − 2a2)〈h∂2λ∂〉 − 25(a1 − a2)〈h∂2〉〈∂λ〉
= (4a0 + a1)〈h∂3λ〉+ 15(a1 − 6a2)〈h∂2λ∂〉. (B.10)
Therefore, taking (a1, a2) = (−4,−23)a0, the bosonic F action is invariant.
B.2.1 Reduction to M
Expanding out the F-theory graviton and its gauge transformation, we find
hab →
(
h−1−1 h−1b
h−1a hab
)
and δhab →
( −6
5
∂cξ
c ∂cξbc
∂cξac ∂(aξb) − 45ηab∂cξc
)
(B.11)
where we defined ξa := −ξ−1a. Note that h−1−1 = hcc. Define the combinations
gab := hab − 23ηabhcc , Cabc := abcdh−1d ⇒ δgab = ∂(aξb) , δCabc = ∂[aλbc] (B.12)
where λab := −14abcdξcd. The 4-form field strength Fabcd := 13!∂[aCbcd] is related to ∂ah−1a = −F0123.
Then the action becomes
SM =
∫
d4x
{
2a0g
abgab − a1∂agab∂cgbc − 25(2a1 + 3a2)g∂a∂bgab
+ 1
25
(10a0 + 13a1 + 12a2)gg + (a1 + 2a2)(∂ah−1a)2
}
.
= 4a0
∫
d4x
{
− 1
2
(∂cgab)
2 + (∂bgab)
2 + 1
2
(∂ag)
2 + g∂a∂bgab +
1
18
FabcdF
abcd
}
. (B.13)
When a0 = −18 , this reproduces the linearized action for Einstein gravity and a decoupled gauge
3-form with 4-form field strength F = dC (which carries no four-dimensional degrees of freedom).
We conclude that this quadratic bosonic F-theory reproduces the linearized limit of the generalized
geometry construction proposed in [12].
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